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Developments in Administrative Law: The 2007-2008 Term -- The Impact of Dunsmuir
Laverne Jacobs*
(2008), 43 SCLR (2d) 1 - 34
I.INTRODUCTION
1 The 2007-2008 term was a landmark year in Canadian administrative law. The Supreme Court of
Canada decision in Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick affected dramatically the approach to determining the
applicable standard of review. The Dunsmuir decision caused a fervour of discussion among
practitioners, judges, academics and all those involved in the administrative justice community.2 It
essentially eclipsed all other cases decided this term.3

2 What exactly is the new methodological approach that Dunsmuir directs courts to adopt? More
importantly, what is the true impact that Dunsmuir has had on judicial review in Canada? This article
does two things. First, after providing a brief history of the standard of review jurisprudence in Canada,
it outlines the change in methodology and the new guidance that the Supreme Court of Canada has
developed through Dunsmuir, paying particular attention to the different approaches and concerns of
the authors of the separate concurring judgments. The second part of this article discusses findings from
an examination of cases that have been decided by lower courts in the first three months since the
decision in Dunsmuir (the period of time between the date of the decision and the end of the 2007-2008
Supreme Court term). In this second part, the themes that have started to develop relating to the way
that the courts are interpreting Dunsmuir and the difficulties in applying the Dunsmuir standard of
review analysis are brought to the surface. In so doing, this article attempts to measure the impact of
Dunsmuir by identifying the major challenges that have emerged from a reading across Supreme Court
and lower court decisions.

3 The Supreme Court of Canada decided six administrative law decisions in the 2007-2008 term. This
article focuses primarily on the Supreme Court's decision in Dunsmuir. To the extent that it examines
other administrative law decisions rendered by the Supreme Court this term, these decisions are
discussed as illustrations of emerging themes and challenges that have arisen as a result of the
Dunsmuir decision.4

II.A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE STANDARD OF REVIEW JURISPRUDENCE IN CANADA
4 Judicial review of administrative action has always been characterized by a discrete exercise of
reconciling several considerations.5 These considerations point to what one hopes is an appropriate
balance between two ideals: deference to legislative intent and to the expertise of administrative
decision-makers, on the one hand, and, on the other, court intervention designed to ensure that
administrative action remains within the limits of legislative and constitutional legitimacy. In other
words, judicial review has sought to maintain a balance between administrative action and the rule of
law on both procedural and substantive grounds.6

5 Before the advent of the pragmatic and functional approach to determining standard of review,
concerns about balancing judicial intervention and restraint in the administrative state existed but in a
much different form.7 Two standards of review were dominant at this time: correctness and, later,
patent unreasonableness. Prior to C.U.P.E., Local 963 v. New Brunswick Liquor Corp.,8 the courts
focused on whether there was a "preliminary" (or "jurisdictional" or "collateral") question to be decided.
The preliminary question doctrine maintained that when an administrative actor had to decide if it
possessed the jurisdiction to embark on an inquiry into the substantive matter at hand, its decision was
subject to judicial review on a correctness standard. In this way, an administrative actor's determination
of its authority to decide a matter under an enabling statute had to be legally correct. In the event that
an administrative body made an incorrect decision on this preliminary question, the reviewing court
could substitute its own decision on judicial review.

6 Privative clauses also figured centrally in pre-C.U.P.E. v. N.B. Liquor Corp. analyses over the degree of
deference to be owed to administrative decision-making. Through a privative or ouster clause, the
legislature aimed to limit the amount of court intervention by reducing it to no interference at all
through the writ of certiorari or any of the other prerogative writs.9 However, the courts became prone
to circumventing legislative intent. They did so by creating additional actions which were deemed to
bring administrative decision-makers outside of their jurisdiction. This led to more instances of review
than envisaged by the legislature. Moreover, by characterizing the error that an administrative tribunal
had made as a jurisdictional error, the most intrusive level of judicial scrutiny could be exercised -- the
tribunal decision had to be correct or the court's own decision would be substituted for it.

7 Underpinning the reasoning of the courts of this era was the idea that if a tribunal acted outside of
the scope of power that had been granted to it by the legislature, it certainly could not have been the
intent of the legislature to protect it by a privative clause. Consequently, any such actions of tribunals
were held to be null. Some of the well-known formulations of exercises constituting "error leading to
loss of jurisdiction" at that time included finding that the administrative decision-maker had: acted in
bad faith in the course of the decision-making process, failed to comply with the requirements of natural
justice, dealt with questions other than the question remitted to it, refused to take into account
essential factors or taken account of irrelevant factors.10

8 C.U.P.E. v. N.B. Liquor Corp. was a landmark decision for introducing the idea of deference and the
standard of patent unreasonableness. While it did not eradicate the concept of jurisdictional error, it
was the first Supreme Court case to assert forcefully a countervailing policy of curial deference. The
Supreme Court of Canada had suggested on earlier occasions that judicial restraint should be preferred
to overzealous review on formalistic, jurisdictional grounds,11 however, C.U.P.E. v. N.B. Liquor Corp.
marked the first instance in which the Supreme Court articulated this preference explicitly. In the now
famous words of Dickson J.:

The courts, in my view, should not be alert to brand as jurisdictional, and therefore subject to broader
curial review, that which may be doubtfully so.12
9 In C.U.P.E. v. N.B. Liquor Corp., one saw a new approach to judicial review -- an approach that
perceived differently the allocation of roles between the judiciary and the legislature. Justice Dickson's
analysis laid emphasis on the importance of recognizing the legislator's choice to use an administrative
agency to render decisions within a particular area of specialization. His discussion in C.U.P.E. v. N.B.
Liquor Corp. sought to validate such choices when they were made. Justice Dickson thus highlighted the
"[c] onsiderable sensitivity and unique expertise"13 of board members and the importance of
promptness and finality, which the legislature sought to achieve by confiding decision-making in certain
areas of socio-economic regulation to specialized agencies. He stressed that unlike courts,
administrative decision-making calls upon an administrative agency not only to find facts and decide
questions of law but also to "exercise its understanding of the body of jurisprudence" that it has
developed over time in a particular market or industry.14 As a result, more than one outcome may be
reasonable within a context of administrative agency decision-making.15 Administrative tribunals do not
have to provide reasons that are "correct" in the view of the courts16 as the courts are not necessarily
in the best position to designate one outcome as the most appropriate. Justice Dickson went so far as to
assert that with respect to matters lying within the heart of the jurisdiction confided to a board, a board
should be entitled to err and that any such errors should be protected by any existing privative clause.17

10 Finally, Dickson J. introduced the concept of patent unreasonableness as a standard of review,
broadening the spectrum which had included until then only correctness. He asserted that questions
falling squarely within the specialized jurisdiction entrusted to administrative decision-makers could not
be collateral or jurisdictional. In Dickson J.'s opinion, when analyzing intra-jurisdictional matters, the
true test of whether judicial intervention is justifiable is whether a board's interpretation is "so patently
unreasonable that its construction cannot be rationally supported by the relevant legislation".18

11 As for the evolution of the standard of review analysis in Canadian administrative law, C.U.P.E. v.
N.B. Liquor Corp. served to promote a policy of judicial restraint at a time when judicial interventionism
was prevalent. Although it did not eradicate the concept of jurisdictional error, the Court's assertion of
judicial deference, the warning against overzealous curial review on "jurisdictional" grounds and the
introduction of a standard of patent unreasonableness for matters within jurisdiction, were the first
steps toward a more tempered and pluralistic approach to judicial review of administrative action.

12 The jurisprudence up to C.U.P.E. v. N.B. Liquor Corp. did not place much emphasis on delineating
the situations in which deference should be owed to administrative decision-makers. What was left was
for the jurisprudence to develop these situations and the methodology for determining them. The 1988
Supreme Court of Canada decision in Bibeault19 marked another turning point in the evolution of the
substantive review jurisprudence. The importance of Bibeault was that it was the first case to articulate
the phrase "pragmatic and functional" and to use a pragmatic and functional approach in one aspect of
judicial review. In Bibeault, Beetz J. for a unanimous Court held that a pragmatic and functional

approach should be used to identify a question as truly jurisdictional in nature. This approach would
focus on the intention of the legislature. More specifically, the pragmatic and functional approach to
jurisdictional issues would seek to determine if the legislator intended that the question that the
administrative tribunal has answered should be subjected to judicial review.

13 Despite these early harbingers of a new paradigm for curial review, it was not until the 1990s that
the pragmatic and functional approach blossomed fully into a context-driven methodology for
determining the degree of deference that a court should accord to an administrative decision-making
body. The factors to be considered to establish the appropriate standard and how they should be
weighed emerged. The approach put forward four determinative factors. First, the presence or absence
of a privative clause was to be considered, with the presence of a privative clause indicating that a
higher level of deference should be owed to the original decision-maker. Second, the court should have
regard to the expertise of the tribunal relative to that of the court. A greater degree of deference should
be accorded to the administrative body if it has a particular expertise in the subject matter or a manner
of dealing with issues under the statute that the courts, as generalists, do not possess. Expertise was
held to be the most significant factor in determining the appropriate standard of review.20 The purpose
of the statute as a whole and of the provision in particular is the third factor in the list of those to be
considered by a court in determining standard of review. Administrative regimes that call upon decisionmakers to deal with polycentric issues (i.e., questions that involve the simultaneous balancing of several
interlocking interests and considerations) invite more judicial restraint. By contrast, the more classic
judicial adjudication, in which there are opposing interests, claims of right or entitlement, factual
discovery and the application of facts to law in singular situations, militates towards less deference.21
Finally, the nature of the problem -- whether the question is one of fact, law or mixed fact and law -should be taken into consideration. Although the nature of the question in and of itself will not indicate
how much deference, if any, should be given to an administrative decision-maker, when taken into
account with the other factors it may favour a particular posture of deference. In particular, it was
pointed out in Pushpanathan that where the other three factors leave the legislator's intention
ambiguous regarding deference, courts should be less deferential of decisions that are pure
determinations of law.22 The Supreme Court also noted that the less that the question of law draws
upon the specific expertise of the administrative decision-maker, the harder it will be to justify curial
deference. However, the Court in Pushpanathan was also quick to acknowledge that despite this general
principle, there are situations in which the legislative scheme, the expertise of the administrative
decision-maker and the existence of a strong privative clause may preclude strict judicial intervention.23
The Court also noted the difficulties in identifying "pure" questions of law given that they may be
inextricably linked to questions of fact.24

14 Weighing of these four factors led to three possible standards of review: patent unreasonableness,
correctness and reasonableness simpliciter. While the first two of these standards were long
established, it was only in the 1997 decision of Southam that the standard of reasonableness simpliciter
was introduced. Here, Iacobucci J. identified the need for a standard which falls at a fixed point on the
spectrum between patent unreasonableness and correctness. He described reasonableness simpliciter
as a standard that tests how well an administrative decision can be supported:

An unreasonable decision is one that, in the main, is not supported by any reasons that can stand up to
a somewhat probing examination. Accordingly, a court reviewing a conclusion on the reasonableness
standard must look to see whether any reasons support it. The defect, if there is one, could presumably
be in the evidentiary foundation itself or in the logical process by which conclusions are sought to be
drawn from it.25
15 Almost since the inception of the pragmatic and functional approach, the legal community has
bemoaned its problems. Criticism has been sounded by judges, lawyers and academics alike. The
problems identified with the pragmatic and functional approach have crystallized into forces leading to
the change adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada in Dunsmuir. The challenges with the approach are
of two main types. Practical problems dealing with the nature and application of the three standards
have been identified as well as theoretical questions relating to the appropriate relationship between
courts and delegated decision-makers.

16 The most stringent critique of the challenges involved in defining and applying the standards is
found in the cri de coeur expressed by LeBel J. in Toronto (City) v. C.U.P.E., Local 79.26 In City of
Toronto, LeBel J. reviewed the interplay between the standards of correctness and patent
unreasonableness, outlining the conflicted relationship between them. He also discussed the nebulous
distinction between patent unreasonableness and reasonableness simpliciter. For both sets of
distinctions, Lebel J. noted the challenges that have arisen from the way that they have been
conceptualized and the resulting difficulties that exist in their application.27

17 The conceptual problems identified by LeBel J. run deeper, as suggested by Sossin and Flood. They
argue that determining the appropriate standard of review in any given situation requires a necessary
embrace of the complex nature of the administrative state. While this engagement with complexity was
instigated by Iacobucci J.'s creation of the reasonableness simpliciter standard, the Supreme Court has
shown reluctance to extend this approach to its natural conclusion. The unfortunate consequence of
this hesitancy is that the method of applying one of three fixed standards has replaced a rigorous
analysis over whether or not to grant deference in any given circumstance with an increasingly
formalistic approach. Sossin and Flood propose that a broader methodology such as the one used for
determining procedural fairness be adopted. This more flexible methodology should incorporate the
impact on the affected party as a factor. It may also incorporate other factors but establishing which
factors are relevant should be developed on a case-by-case basis.28

18 Many additional practical and conceptual challenges have been identified by commentators. These
include: the applicability of the pragmatic and functional approach to administrative contexts other than
adjudicative tribunal decision-making (such as municipal councils and the making of municipal bylaws);29 the seemingly unpredictable results of the pragmatic and functional test;30 the unworkable
flexibility of the test as evidenced by the fact that different judges may select different standards in
similar situations or apply the same standard to get different results;31 that the nature of certain factors

of the pragmatic and functional test, like expertise, is not conceptually clear32 and that the reviewing
court's characterization of the question brought before it on judicial review can significantly affect the
outcome.33

19 In City of Toronto, LeBel J. concluded his eloquent decision with the summation of some possible
means of resolving the difficulties nascent in standard of review methodology:

Administrative law has developed considerably over the last 25 years since CUPE. This evolution, which
reflects a strong sense of deference to administrative decision makers and an acknowledgment of the
importance of their role, has given rise to some problems or concerns. It remains to be seen, in an
appropriate case, what should be the solution to these difficulties. Should courts move to a two
standard system of judicial review, correctness and a revised unified standard of reasonableness?
Should we attempt to more clearly define the nature and scope of each standard or rethink their
relationship and application? This is perhaps some of the work which lies ahead for courts, building on
the developments of recent years as well as on the legal tradition which created the framework of the
present law of judicial review.34
20 Dunsmuir picked up on LeBel J.'s critique of the current state of the law and was used as a platform
for improving the methodology for substantive review of administrative action. Leading the way in this
change was LeBel J. himself, who co-authored the majority decision with Bastarache J. They were joined
in their decision by McLachlin C.J.C., Fish and Abella JJ. Minority concurring reasons that proposed
different views on how the standard of review analysis should be conducted were presented
respectively by Binnie J. and by Deschamps, Charron and Rothstein JJ. Although Dunsmuir purports to
make a significant change to the way that the standard of review analysis is undertaken, many of the
modifications simply codify what has already been done. Moreover, while in some respects, Dunsmuir
clarifies the standard of review methodology, the new approach has some significant ambiguities which
are being experienced by lower courts as well by the Supreme Court of Canada itself. As discussed
below, these challenges include how to deal with situations to which the patent unreasonableness
standard formerly applied, incorporating legislated standards of review and how to determine whether
a particular category of question has already been addressed. Finally, on a theoretical level, Dunsmuir
may provide just as little transparency as the prior pragmatic and functional approach. It also fails to
engage with the complex nature of the various forms of decision-making and decision-making bodies
that exist in the contemporary administrative state. In short, although Dunsmuir has taken the standard
of review jurisprudence to a certain point, there are definitely still many questions to be answered.

III. DUNSMUIR V. NEW BRUNSWICK

1.Facts and Procedural History
21 David Dunsmuir worked for the New Brunswick Department of Justice. He held an Order-in-Council,
at-pleasure appointment in the clerk's office for various courts in the Judicial District of Fredericton.

Because of many contretemps in the relationship between Mr. Dunsmuir and his employer, he received
several reprimands and was eventually terminated. No cause for termination was alleged by the
government and in lieu of providing notice, Mr. Dunsmuir was terminated with four months' pay.

22 Mr. Dunsmuir brought a grievance under the Public Service Labour Relations Act.35 Although he
was not a unionized employee, the PSLRA provides non-unionized employees of the provincial public
service the right to file a grievance with respect to a discharge, suspension or financial penalty.36 The
grievance was denied and the matter referred to an adjudicator who was selected by agreement of the
parties and appointed by the Labour and Employment Board. At issue was whether an adjudicator had
jurisdiction to determine that an employee had been discharged for disciplinary cause, even when the
non-unionized employee was dismissed with notice or pay in lieu thereof. The adjudicator held that he
had jurisdiction to make this determination. He found further that the termination was not disciplinary
but was based on the employer's concerns about the appellant's work performance and his suitability
for the job. The adjudicator next considered Mr. Dunsmuir's claim that he had been dismissed without
procedural fairness because the employer did not inform him of the reasons for dismissal or give him an
opportunity to respond. Relying on Knight v. Indian Head School Division No. 19,37 the adjudicator
determined that Mr. Dunsmuir's position in his hybrid capacity as both an officeholder at pleasure and a
legal officer under the provincial Civil Service Act,38 entitled him to procedural fairness.

23 As the case wound its way through the courts on judicial review, two principal issues emerged. The
first and most crucial one from the standpoint of contemporary Canadian administrative law theory
concerned substantive judicial review. In response to many of the criticisms of the pragmatic and
functional approach, the Supreme Court of Canada reduced the number of standards from three to two
and attempted to delineate a simpler methodological approach for lower courts in their task of
determining appropriate standards of review. The second issue dealt with procedural fairness for
officeholders. In this regard, the long-standing decision in Knight,39 which holds that at -- pleasure civil
servants have the right to procedural fairness upon termination, was reversed.

2.The Reform of the Standard of Review Analysis -- Majority and Minority Opinions
(a) The Majority -- Bastarache and LeBel JJ.

24 Chief Justice McLachlin, Bastarache, LeBel, Fish and Abella JJ. represented the majority opinion in
Dunsmuir. Their decision was penned by Bastarache and LeBel JJ. Justices Bastarache and LeBel asserted
that the time had come for a reassessment of the approach to be taken in judicial review of
administrative tribunals. They noted the proliferation of confusing tests and general lack of guidance
that the current standard of review analysis provided. In the majority's view, it was time to "re-examine
the Canadian approach to judicial review of administrative decisions and develop a principled
framework that is more coherent and workable".40

25 The majority judges sought to rectify the approach taken on judicial review applications -- both with
respect to substantive review and on procedural grounds. Their reform also attempted to be holistic in
the sense of addressing not only the problems of judicial review associated with adjudicative tribunals
but, more globally, "the structure and characteristics of the system of judicial review as a whole".41
However, the majority's attempts to deal holistically with all administrative actors without regard to the
specificities of any type of administrative body attracted considerable criticism by Binnie J. in his
concurring minority decision. This debate is discussed in more detail below.

26 Justices Bastarache and LeBel began their analysis with an overview of the familiar tension
underlying judicial review. This is the tension that exists between the rule of law and legislative
supremacy. The challenge can be succinctly described as a need to reconcile the inherent supervisory
role of the courts (which is used to ensure that administrative bodies do not act without legal authority)
with the democratic principle which maintains that courts are to interpret and follow the intention of
the law as enacted by elected officials through legislation. Justices Bastarache and LeBel recognized the
standard of review analysis as the yoke by which these two tenets are balanced. In their words:

... when a reviewing court considers the scope of a decision-making power or the jurisdiction conferred
by a statute, the standard of review analysis strives to determine what authority was intended to be
given to the body in relation to the subject matter. This is done within the context of the courts'
constitutional duty to ensure that public authorities do not overreach their lawful powers.42
27 Despite the central place that judicial review occupies in maintaining a stable constitutional
framework, current approaches to judicial review have proven difficult to implement. Justices
Bastarache and LeBel therefore proposed a solution to this conundrum: the reduction of the number of
standards of review from three to two by eliminating the standard of patent unreasonableness.

28 From a reading of the majority decision, one can discern that the reasons for doing away with
patent unreasonableness centre around two poles. First, patent unreasonableness has had difficulty in
operation. Justices Bastarache and LeBel observed that judges face a challenge in choosing the right
standard of review in part because of the obscure conceptual distinction between the patent
unreasonableness and reasonableness simpliciter standards.43 Second, as regards the result of applying
the patent unreasonableness standard, the majority noted that the current definition of patently
unreasonable may have the effect of allowing some, though not all, irrational decisions to stand.
Emphasis has been placed on the magnitude or immediacy of the defect as a signal that a decision is
patently unreasonable. These tests seem to permit of "shades of irrationality"44 -- an irrational decision
may therefore survive depending on how "clearly irrational" the decision appears to be. Reiterating
what LeBel J. had held in City of Toronto, the majority pointed out that allowing any irrational decision
to stand is not only unpalatable but also contrary to the rule of law.45

29 The majority therefore left two standards to survive: reasonableness and correctness.
Reasonableness was kept in recognition of the reason that it had been created. The development of the
reasonableness standard by Iacobucci J. in Southam had been an attempt to circumvent the "all- ornothing" approach to deference that had previously existed. Reasonableness simpliciter allowed for a
more calibrated approach to judicial review by providing a more sophisticated assessment of the degree
of deference owed. In the majority's opinion, "it would be a step backwards to simply remove the
reasonableness simpliciter standard and revert to pre-Southam law".46 Correctness was seen as a
standard that must unquestionably be kept in order to avoid unauthorized applications of law.
Correctness review safeguards an appropriate supervisory stance in the many situations where
deference is rarely owed: jurisdictional errors, constitutional issues and at least some questions of
general law.47

30 Conceptually, the new standard of reasonableness aims to capture both the patent
unreasonableness and reasonableness simpliciter strands48 of curial review. It is animated by the
principle that underpinned both patent unreasonableness and reasonableness simpliciter. Specifically,
this is the idea that a tribunal may legitimately come up with more than one possible outcome and that
a court is not necessarily in the best position to label one as the correct decision.

31 Finally, Bastarache and LeBel JJ. provided guidance on how courts are to recognize an unreasonable
decision. Central to the inquiry is the goal of ensuring that the administrative decision-making process
has demonstrated the existence of justification, transparency and intelligibility. Coupled with this is the
need to ensure that outcomes fall within an acceptable range:

Tribunals have a margin of appreciation within the range of acceptable and rational solutions. A court
conducting a review for reasonableness inquires into the qualities that make a decision reasonable,
referring both to the process of articulating the reasons and to outcomes. In judicial review,
reasonableness is concerned mostly with the existence of justification, transparency and intelligibility
within the decision-making process. But it is also concerned with whether the decision falls within a
range of possible, acceptable outcomes which are defensible in respect of the facts and law.49
32 But, the majority argued that the move towards a single reasonableness standard would not mean
paving the way for more intrusive review by the courts. They agreed with David Dyzenhaus' theory of
deference as respect, which maintains that deference should be showed by the courts to the reasons
offered in support of an administrative actor's decision.50

33 The majority went on to outline a concrete methodology for selecting the appropriate standard in
individual cases.51 This new methodology has essentially two crucial elements. First, a shorter two-step
test for determining the applicable standard of review is offered. This two-step approach begins the
analysis with a survey of the jurisprudence to determine if the degree of deference owed has already
been satisfactorily established for a particular "category of question". If this is the case, the established

standard can be applied. However, if the standard has not already been satisfactorily determined in past
jurisprudence, courts are to embark on a "standard of review" analysis. The second crucial element of
the majority's methodology is a renaming of the "pragmatic and functional" approach to the "standard
of review" analysis. However, despite the change in nomenclature, the "standard of review" analysis
bears significant resemblance to the pragmatic and functional approach. The main difference is that the
factor dealing with the nature of the statute has been mysteriously modified. Whereas this factor
initially dealt with the purpose of the statute as a whole and of the provision at issue in particular, with
particular emphasis on polycentric-city (i.e., the more polycentric the work of the tribunal, the more
deference it should attract), this factor has now been replaced with "the purpose of the tribunal as
determined by interpretation of the enabling legislation".52 This unfortunate substitution can have a
significant impact on the amount of deference that a court chooses to grant a tribunal as there is no
evidence that the modified factor directs the court to pay attention to the ways in which the tribunal's
decision-making incorporates knowledge beyond adjudication. As well, the emphasis on expertise as the
single most important factor has also been dropped.53

34 In addition to these two crucial elements, Bastarache and LeBel JJ. also provide a list of factors that
should help courts to determine if the reasonableness or correctness standard should be applied. It is
not quite clear that these factors have a fixed place in the two-step methodology. Instead, they seem to
be contextual factors that courts can take into account while assessing holistically the question of
standard of review. Justices Bastarache and LeBel identified certain factors as pointing to a need for
deference and therefore the standard of reasonableness. These factors include the existence of a
privative clause, which is said to be a strong indicator of the need for deference; that the question is one
of fact, discretion or policy, which will usually indicate that deference applies automatically. Moreover, if
the question is one of law and, in particular a question of law that is of central importance to the
specialized area of expertise of the tribunal, reasonableness will apply. Finally, if the administrative
regime itself is one in which the decision- maker has special expertise, such as labour relations,
deference will also be owed and the standard of reasonableness generally required.54

35 Correctness applies, by contrast, to "true questions of jurisdiction or vires". In using the term
"jurisdiction", the majority explained that it wished to distance itself from the pre-C.U.P.E v. New
Brunswick concept of a jurisdictional error which, as discussed above, was essentially a series of
situations that were used by courts to open the door to close scrutiny of administrative decisionmaking.55 In the Dunsmuir context, true jurisdictional questions relate only to cases "where the tribunal
must explicitly determine whether its statutory grant of power gives it the authority to decide a
particular matter".56 The correctness standard also applies generally to constitutional questions
regarding the division of powers57 and to general questions of law, meaning those that do not fall
within the specialized expertise of the adjudicator and that are of central importance to the legal system
as a whole.58

36 In applying the new methodology, Bastarache and LeBel JJ. concluded that the appropriate standard
of review was one of reasonableness and that the adjudicator in Dunsmuir had not made a reasonable
decision.

(b)Minority Concurring Decision -- Binnie J.
37 In his minority concurring reasons, Binnie J. offered a thoughtful analysis of some implications of
having only one undifferentiated reasonableness standard.59 Justice Binnie's central concern was that a
single, homogeneous standard of reasonableness would not be flexible enough to determine when and
how deference should be accorded to the range of administrative actors that extend beyond
administrative tribunals. In his opinion, although the majority had stated an intention to revamp the
standard of review methodology in a holistic manner, its end result may only deal with adjudicative
tribunal decision-making.

38 Justice Binnie emphasized that the distinction between reasonableness simpliciter and patent
unreasonableness centred not only on the magnitude or immediacy of the defect, but "also recognized
that different administrative decisions command different degrees of deference, depending on who is
deciding what".60 Furthermore, the degree of deference required will also depend on the nature and
content of the question at issue before the administrative decision-maker.61 Justice Binnie suggested
that in order to preserve properly calibrated degrees of deference for various decision-makers in their
decision-making contexts (e.g., ministers, other political actors, mid-level bureaucrats and arm's length
administrative bodies that do not use adjudicative processes), a sliding scale of deference may well be
needed within the standard of reasonableness itself. This is the crux of the debate between the majority
and Binnie J. In Binnie J.'s words:

The judicial sensitivity to different levels of respect (or deference) required in different situations is
quite legitimate. "Contextualizing" a single standard of review will shift the debate (slightly) from
choosing between two standards of reasonableness that each represent a different level of deference to
a debate within a single standard of reasonableness to determine the appropriate level of deference.62
Justice Binnie recognized that the court has resisted applying the reasonableness standard with varying
degrees of deference in the past but argued that collapsing the distinction between patent
unreasonableness and reasonableness will require exactly that.63
39 However, if contextualizing in order to address adequately the complexity of the administrative
state is one of his main concerns, Binnie J. is also interested in simplifying the litigation process so that
less time is spent arguing about what the tests mean and more time is devoted to the substantive merits
of any case. In this regard, Binnie J. suggested that certain presumptions should be established. First,
whenever an administrative outcome is challenged on substantive grounds, there should be a
presumption that the standard of review is reasonableness:

The going-in presumption should be that the standard of review of any administrative outcome on
grounds of substance is not correctness but reasonableness ("contextually" applied). The fact that the
legislature designated someone other than the court as the decision maker calls for deference to (or
judicial respect for) the outcome, absent a broad statutory right of appeal. Administrative decisions
generally call for the exercise of discretion. Everybody recognizes in such cases that there is no single
"correct" outcome. It should also be presumed, in accordance with the ordinary rules of litigation, that
the decision under review is reasonable until the applicant shows otherwise.64
40 Similarly, Binnie J. urged that when the correctness standard is argued by an applicant, the applicant
should be required to demonstrate that the decision under review rests on an error in the
determination of a legal issue and one that is not within the administrative decision-maker's ambit of
authority.65

41 Finally, Binnie J. disagreed with the majority's understanding of the test for reasonableness. In his
opinion, a test of reasonableness as rationality such as the one put forth by the majority is untenable. As
an example of a case in which a decision was held to be both coldly rational and also patently
unreasonable, he referred to the Court's decision in C.U.P.E. v. Ontario (Minister of Labour).66 Binnie J.
suggested that the test for reasonableness should maintain the two core dimensions of the
reasonableness standard. These two dimensions are the degree of deference reflected in each of the
patent unreasonableness and reasonableness simpliciter standards, and an assessment of the range of
options open to the decision-maker in light of the reasons given for the decision.67 In Binnie J.'s opinion,
the test designed by the majority which centres on justification, transparency, intelligibility and a range
of possible and acceptable outcomes falls short. It would be strengthened by including a framework
through which the court and litigants could consider the relevant administrative decision-making
context.

42 In sum, Binnie J.'s analysis emphasizes that it is important for reviewing courts to appreciate the
contextual factors that will explain the perspective within which an administrative regime was intended
to operate. Key among these contextual factors are the precise nature and function of the decisionmaker (including its expertise), the terms and objectives of its governing statute or the common law
which confers the power to decide and the nature of the issue being decided. With an understanding of
factors such as these, the extent of the discretion conferred upon the initiative decision-maker can be
better understood. Moreover, the notion of a fixed standard, inflexible in the degree of deference it
shows to various administrative decision-making contexts, may suggest more intrusive judicial
intervention.

43 In the end, Binnie J. agreed with the majority that the standard of reasonableness applied in the
case at bar and that it had not been met by the labour adjudicator.

(c)Minority Concurring Decision -- Deschamps J.

44 Justice Deschamps penned the second and final minority concurring decision. She was joined by
Charron and Rothstein JJ. In her reasons, Deschamps J. articulated three main points. First, she argued
that judicial review of administrative action should focus primarily on the nature of the question before
the administrative actor. Justice Deschamps urged that the nature of the question should be the first
and foremost factor considered among the four factors of the standard of review analysis. She further
suggested that by focusing on the nature of the question, it would become apparent that all four factors
need not be considered in every case.68

45 Justice Deschamps proposed that classifying the work of the tribunal under review according to the
traditional categories of question at issue -- that is, whether the administrative actor is dealing with a
question of fact, law or mixed fact and law -- would greatly aid in the analysis of how much deference to
show.69 More specifically, Deschamps J. theorized that questions of fact always attract deference.70
Questions of law require more scrutiny to evaluate the deference owed, although a privative clause is
usually an indicator that deference is owed while the fact that the tribunal is deciding questions of law
outside of its area of expertise generally reduces the deference owed.71 Exercises of discretion also
usually attract deference unless the administrative body has exceeded its mandate.72 Finally, as for
questions of mixed fact and law, Deschamps J. held that "a reviewing court should show an adjudicator
the same deference as an appeal court would show a lower court".73

46 The second major aspect of Deschamps J.'s analysis is a more explicit attempt to align, conceptually,
judicial review of administrative action with regular appellate review. In this regard, Deschamps J.
emphasized that judicial review of administrative action is often indistinguishable from appellate review
of court decisions. She pointed out that courts have had extensive experience reviewing questions of
fact, law, and mixed fact and law and should not need a special set of tools to address decisions in the
administrative law context. In Deschamps J.'s words:

The judicial review of administrative action need not be a complex area of law in itself. Every day,
reviewing courts decide cases raising multiple questions, some of fact, some of mixed fact and law and
some purely of law; in various contexts, the first two of these types of questions tend to require
deference, while the third often does not. Reviewing courts are already amply equipped to resolve such
questions and do not need a specialized analytical toolbox in order to review administrative decisions.74
47 Similarly, she held that the process of looking at a decision "to determine whether there is an error
justifying intervention should not be more complex in the administrative law context than in the
criminal and civil law contexts".75

48 Finally, Deschamps J. commented very briefly on the doing away of the distinction between patent
unreasonableness and reasonableness simpliciter by her colleagues. She agreed with them that the
distinction between patent unreasonableness and reasonableness simpliciter is untenable. In doing so,
she referred to LeBel J.'s cri de coeur in City of Toronto, a minority decision which she had co-authored.

Justice Deschamps offered insight into why the definitions of patent unreasonableness and
reasonableness simpliciter have been problematic. Sounding surprisingly more similar to Binnie J. than
to LeBel J., with whom she had sided in both City of Toronto and Voice Construction,76 Deschamps J.
held:

The problem with the definitions resides in attempts by the courts to enclose the concept of
reasonableness in a formula fitting all cases. No matter how this Court defines this concept, any context
considered by a reviewing court will, more often than not, look more like a rainbow than a black and
white situation. One cannot change this reality.77
49 Furthermore, Deschamps J. offered a useful way to differentiate the concept of "deference" from
that of "reasonableness". She held that "deference" refers to the contours of reasonableness because it
describes the attitude adopted towards the decision-maker. By contrast, "reasonableness" concerns the
decision itself.78 However, although Deschamps J. acknowledged thoughtfully the diverse context of the
administrative state, its inability to fit neatly under the label of reasonableness and the need to
somehow recognize more clearly the idea of a posture of deference, she did not provide a solution to
this problem. At most, her resolution is to capitalize on the similarities between appellate and judicial
review.

50 Unlike their colleagues, the minority led by Deschamps J. determined the applicable standard of
review to be correctness, not reasonableness. Because the adjudicator was dealing with general
common law principles, he was owed no deference. In this case, the adjudicator's decision was far from
correct. The minority therefore would have dismissed the appeal.

3.Commentary on the Reform of the Standard of Review Analysis
(a) General Commentary on the Impact of Dunsmuir

51 In considering the Court's reform of the standard of review analysis, a natural question is whether
the approach in Dunsmuir has provided an appropriate solution. In Dunsmuir, the Supreme Court of
Canada has definitely invested much thoughtful analysis into how to improve the standard of review
methodology. However, Dunsmuir can only be the beginning. The outcome of Dunsmuir deals primarily
with definitional issues. Its analysis certainly addresses the conceptual difficulties that existed in
understanding the distinction between the three standards of review. What is still required, however, is
a more nuanced and detailed discussion of how any chosen standard of review can be applied
appropriately. This issue speaks to making room for a fluid relationship between courts and
administrative decision-makers -- one that fosters deference when appropriate and shows a flexible
understanding of how deference can be shown to the varied actors and processes that make up the
Canadian administrative state. In this vein, Dunsmuir still leaves much room for future discussion.

52 This gap in Dunsmuir forms the heart of the debate between Binnie J. and the majority. Justice
Binnie perceives this gap as a question of whether the standard of reasonableness should have flexible,
differentiated points of deference. In arguing that it should, Binnie J. presents an understanding of the
administrative state that places primary emphasis on its polycentricity and multimodal nature. In this
respect, the majority's reduced emphasis on the nature of the statute (the factor relating to
polycentricity) in articulating the newly revised standard of review analysis has resulted in a greater
impact than one may have initially thought.79 Interestingly, Binnie J.'s attempt to bring a more
sophisticated and modulated approach to substantive review within the revised reasonableness
standard, though rejected by his majority colleagues in Dunsmuir, seems to have garnered some favour
in Lake, a case decided unanimously by the Supreme Court two months later. Lake dealt with the review
of an extradition order made by the federal Justice Minister. While the Court in Lake does not apply a
sliding scale, one sees a significant amount of discussion relating to the polycentric nature of the
Minister's task.

53 Justice Deschamps' analysis, by contrast, seems to reject, rather than embrace the nuanced
complexities of judicial review of administrative action. In Deschamps J.'s view, streamlining the judicial
review process with elements of general appellate review would make the process much simpler. While
Deschamps J.'s ideas are interesting, one sees once again, similar to the position of the majority, an
approach that largely stops at the definitional threshold. Organizing issues according to the categories of
fact, law and mixed fact and law may make it easier to determine which standard to choose but does
not go very far in setting out a framework for understanding the way(s) of applying any particular
standard in our complex and varied administrative state.

54 Finally, some commentators have also expressed a merited concern with the Court's reintroduction
of the notion of "true jurisdictional questions". The concern is that questions central to an
administrative body's work may be hived off as "jurisdictional".80

55 Overall, in light of all of these concerns and those addressed in the next section, it is extremely likely
that the standard of review will be addressed again soon by the Supreme Court of Canada.

(b)Emerging Themes from Lower Court Decisions that have Considered Dunsmuir
56 By the end of the 2007-2008 Supreme Court term,81 103 decisions had already been rendered
following Dunsmuir, 289 cases mentioned Dunsmuir and 36 cases had been decided explaining
Dunsmuir's reasoning.82 In terms of sheer quantity of cases, it is clear that the impact of Dunsmuir had
certainly already been felt by the end of the first three months of the decision's existence.

57 Yet, what is the qualitative impact of the decision in Dunsmuir? In what ways has Dunsmuir affected
the standard of review analysis? This section discusses some of the themes that can be pulled from a

reading of these lower court cases. The cases examined are those following Dunsmuir, with closest focus
on those which offer an explanation of the Supreme Court of Canada's reasons in Dunsmuir. I conclude
that during the first three months of Dunsmuir's existence, courts have shown wide acceptance of the
shortened two-step analysis but struggle with situations in which patent unreasonableness was clearly
the dominant standard applied in the past. Some courts have also applied interesting mixtures of the
majority and minority decisions in Dunsmuir in attempts to address some of the ambiguities of the
Dunsmuir decision and the challenges that the Supreme Court decision has yet to clarify.83

58 There is no doubt that the Supreme Court of Canada's invitation to look first to the jurisprudence in
deciding on the appropriate standard of review has been welcomed. The vast majority of cases following
Dunsmuir have adopted the two-step approach to determining the applicable standard of review. In
general, courts have also read Dunsmuir to indicate that wherever the standard of patent
unreasonableness would have formerly existed, the court is simply to substitute the new standard of
reasonableness. The idea is illustrated well in United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America,
Local 1985 v. Graham Construction and Engineering Ltd.,84 a decision of the Saskatchewan Court of
Appeal. In this case, the majority held:

... the Supreme Court of Canada released Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick. Again, the parties were permitted
to file additional argument. Before Dunsmuir was issued, I had found, notwithstanding the exacting
nature of the standard, that the Board's decision was patently unreasonable.
Since Dunsmuir, I have reviewed the matter in light of that decision and the parties' submissions. I
remain of the view that the Board's decision finding abandonment is not sustainable. The standard of
review is, of course, now one of reasonableness ...85
59 Particularly interesting, however, is how the reasonableness standard has been understood to apply
in these contexts. In situations where patent unreasonableness has traditionally been appropriate, such
as the review of administrative decisions in relation to findings of fact and credibility, the courts seem to
follow one of three options. The first, as indicated above is simply to apply Dunsmuir's revised standard
of reasonableness in place of the standard of patent unreasonableness. In this way, the Court examines
the decision of the administrative body in order to test the decision's justification, transparency and
intelligibility. But, one sees immediately the downfall of this approach, as it allows for a much more
searching review of an administrator's decision than the patent unreasonableness standard.86 In
situations such as findings of fact or credibility, the revised standard of reasonableness does not
acknowledge or make any room for the advantage that an original administrative decision-maker has in
seeing testimony given firsthand. This acknowledgment is part of the very reason why the patent
unreasonableness standard was created. In his reasons, Binnie J. alluded to this idea; indeed, it is the
underlying pulse of his decision. He observed this gap most astutely when he held:

The danger of labelling the most "deferential" standard as "reasonableness" is that it may be taken
(wrongly) as an invitation to reviewing judges not simply to identify the usual issues, such as whether
irrelevant matters were taken into consideration, or relevant matters were not taken into consideration,

but to reweigh the input that resulted in the administrator's decision as if it were the judge's view of
"reasonableness" that counts.87
60 This very danger and its effect can be seen in lower court decisions in which judges embark on an
intrusive review vis-à-vis an administrative tribunal's findings of fact or credibility. The conceptual
challenges of substantive review with respect to findings of fact or credibility epitomize the concerns
that Binnie J. laid out in his minority decision.

61 Averting the danger of over-intrusive review has led to the second and third approaches that one
sees in the recent jurisprudence emanating from the lower courts in which Dunsmuir is interpreted. The
second approach to recalibrating former areas of patent unreasonableness review is to incorporate
differentiated levels of deference in the application of Dunsmuir's revised reasonableness standard. An
example of this approach is found in the Federal Court decision of Elmi v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship
and Immigration).88 In Elmi, an immigration case dealing with credibility, the Federal Court was clear in
indicating that significant deference would continue to be shown to first level credibility analyses
despite the Dunsmuir test. The Court held:

Prior to the Supreme Court of Canada's recent decision in Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick, ..., it was trite
law that facts and credibility findings were reviewable on the now defunct patent unreasonableness
standard ...
In light of the Supreme Court's decision in Dunsmuir, it is clear that the standard of patent
unreasonableness has now been abandoned and that courts conducting a standard of review analysis
must now focus on two standards, those of correctness and reasonableness.
The jurisprudence is clear in stating that the Board's credibility analysis is central to its role as trier of
fact and that, accordingly, its findings in this regard should be given significant deference. This grant of
deference supports a reasonableness standard of review and implies, as the Court held at paragraph 49
of Dunsmuir, that courts will give "due consideration to the determinations of decision makers" when
reaching a conclusion. Accordingly, the Board's decision will be reviewed on the standard of
reasonableness with considerable deference being afforded to the Board's factual findings and
credibility determinations. To put it simply, this application for judicial review will be granted only if the
Board's conclusion was not open to it as a matter of fact or law.89
62 The notion of the sliding scale of reasonableness that Binnie J. suggested in his minority decision
seems to have emerged as a reality. Cases like Elmi show courts pulling together a creative mix of the
majority and minority decisions in Dunsmuir in order to reach a result they perceive to be fair. The
problem that they are facing is an underlying tension in the majority's approach in Dunsmuir. This
tension lies in the majority's assertion that applying the revised single standard of reasonableness
(which counsels inquiring into the decision-making process for its ability to show justification,
transparency and intelligibility) ought not to "pave the way for more intrusive review by courts".90 In
order to reconcile the tension between these two aspects of the Dunsmuir majority decision, cases such
as Elmi, understandably, suggest that it is necessary to have differentiated standards of reasonableness.

63 However, there is a third approach to dealing with former instances of patent unreasonableness
review that is emerging in the jurisprudence. The third approach also involves incorporating a posture of
deference within the new reasonableness standard but does so through the avenue of legislated
standards of review. In this line of cases, statutes such as the British Columbia Administrative Tribunals
Act91 and the Federal Courts Act,92 which incorporate the standard of patent unreasonableness either
implicitly or explicitly, have been held to persist despite the Dunsmuir decision. An illustrative case is
Glandon v. British Columbia (Residential Tenancy Act, Dispute Resolution Officers).93 In Glandon, the
applicant sought judicial review in order to set aside the decision of a dispute resolution officer
appointed under the provincial residential tenancies regime. As a result of section 58 of the
Administrative Tribunals Act and a strong privative clause in the Residential Tenancy Act,94 courts can
only interfere with residential tenancy decisions if they are patently unreasonable. The British Columbia
Supreme Court applied the patent unreasonableness standard that had been established through the
statutory provisions. In doing so, Rice J. indicated that he was not disregarding Dunsmuir but that
Dunsmuir was not clear in indicating that a statutory provision such as the standard created under the
Administrative Tribunals Act, should be set aside.

64 With respect to the Federal Courts Act and, in particular, section 18.1(4)(d), Sahil v. Canada
(Minister of Citizenship and Immigration)95 is a case that illustrates a similar position held by some
judges of the Federal Court. In Sahil, the applicants applied for judicial review of a decision by the
Refugee Protection Division of the Immigration and Refugee Board denying refugee status. The Board
had noted a number of implausibilities in the applicants' testimonies and had denied refugee status
because the applicants lacked a well-founded fear of persecution.

65 On judicial review, Teitelbaum J. noted that credibility was the determinative issue of the claim.
Subsection 18.1(4)(d) of the Federal Courts Act provides that the Federal Court may grant relief on a
judicial review application if a federal board, commission or other tribunal has "based its decision or
order on an erroneous finding of fact that it made in a perverse or capricious manner or without regard
for the material before it". In essence, this legislative provision embodies the notion of patent
unreasonableness. Faced with the issue of whether to follow the Court's own jurisprudence which
evaluates the findings of fact and credibility of administrative decision-makers on the capriciousness
standard of section 18.1(4)(d) or whether to adopt the dicta of the majority in Dunsmuir, the Court
chose to follow its previous jurisprudence. In Teitelbaum J.'s opinion, the direction of the Supreme Court
of Canada was ambiguous as it had not addressed the situation of what to do when the standard of
review to follow has been clearly enacted in legislation. The Court held:

The Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick, [...] established that correctness
and reasonableness are the two standards to be applied on judicial review, collapsing reasonableness
simpliciter and patent unreasonableness into one standard, that being reasonableness. However,

Dunsmuir did not address the question of the application of paragraph 18.1(4)(d) of the Federal Courts
Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. F-7, as it did not arise in that case.
There has been general consensus that this Court may provide relief on judicial review if it finds that the
Board's findings of fact with regard to credibility or plausibility were made in a perverse or capricious
manner, or without regard to the material before it. ... In particular, findings of fact related to an
objective or subjective basis of fear of persecution or serious harm due to a lack of credibility in pivotal
areas of an applicant's testimony along with a lack of credible documentary evidence, are issues that
ought to be examined against a standard such as that of paragraph 18.1(4)(d) of the Federal Courts Act,
above, since it turns entirely on a review of the Board's weighing of the evidence before it, in which the
Board has considerable expertise
...

Therefore this Court will not interfere with the Board's findings of fact unless they were found to be
made in a perverse or capricious manner without regard to the evidence.96
66 The idea that specific legislation should supersede common law principles is not a new or unfamiliar
one in administrative law. The approach taken by Teitelbaum J. in Sahil has also been favoured in several
decisions by other members of the Federal Court.97 The attempt to preserve patent unreasonableness
review as it exists in section 18.1(4)(d) of the Federal Courts Act seems also to have been accepted by
the Federal Court of Appeal.98 It is an approach that has certainly garnered support in the Federal Court
and is legally sound.

67 The Supreme Court of Canada may soon answer the question of whether legislated standards of
review should be integrated into the Dunsmuir analysis and, if so, how such an integration should be
done. Shortly after Dunsmuir, the Supreme Court of Canada heard Canada (Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration) v. Khosa99 in which the litigants asked whether it is necessary to conduct a standard of
review analysis if a standard has already been provided by legislation. A definitive answer to this
question will be useful since there are a number of administrative regimes, such as the human rights
regime in Ontario which provide for judicial intervention only if the decision under review is patently
unreasonable.100

68 Finally, another issue that has emerged from the lower court jurisprudence deals with how to define
"a particular category of question". Recall that in Dunsmuir, the first part of the majority's two-step
approach asks courts to determine whether past jurisprudence has established an appropriate standard
of review for the particular category of question at issue before them. However, there is divergence in
the jurisprudence regarding how narrowly the concept of a particular category of question should be
defined. In the jurisprudence, the concept ranges from the very narrowly defined issue before the court
in that instance to the large, classic labels of "question of law" or "mixed question of fact and law" under
a particular statutory regime.101 If interpreted too narrowly, there may be no jurisprudence
determining the standard of review for the very specific question chosen. By contrast, if defined too

broadly, the detrimental risk of sweeping a wide variety of issues into a single standard, without analysis
of the expertise of the decision-maker and the administrative decision-making context becomes even
more pronounced.

4.Procedural Fairness and Public Officeholders
69 As mentioned above,102 Mr. Dunsmuir's position with the government had a hybrid nature. He was
both a public officeholder at pleasure as a result of his Order-in-Council appointment as Clerk of the
courts, and a Legal Officer employed in the Court Service Branch of the Department of Justice under the
provincial Civil Service Act.103 However, Mr. Dunsmuir had a rocky employment relationship at the New
Brunswick Department of Justice and received formal reprimands on more than one occasion. In the
end, his employment was terminated by the Deputy Minister. Notice of termination came to him
unexpectedly on the eve of a performance review meeting scheduled for the next day. Cause for his
termination was not alleged.

70 Mr. Dunsmuir argued that there had been a breach of procedural fairness in the process of his
dismissal. This breach stemmed from the fact that reasons for his employer's dissatisfaction had never
been specified and that he had not had a reasonable opportunity to respond to the employer's
concerns. Prior to the Supreme Court of Canada, Mr. Dunsmuir's argument regarding procedural
fairness had been addressed only briefly by the New Brunswick Court of Appeal. There, it had been held
that the employer did not owe a duty of fairness since Mr. Dunsmuir had been terminated with notice
and had exercised his right to grieve.104

71 The Supreme Court of Canada devoted a significant amount of time to analyzing this issue. The
Court was unanimous on the issue of procedural fairness and all concurred with the majority reasons,
which were written by Bastarache and LeBel JJ. Justices Bastarache and LeBel pointed out that by virtue
of section 20 of the Civil Service Act, ordinary rules of contract govern the dismissal of public employees
in New Brunswick. The Government of New Brunswick therefore did not owe a duty of procedural
fairness in dismissing Mr. Dunsmuir. Its offer of payment in lieu of notice was legally valid. The Court
indicated that using the long-standing distinction between public officeholders and contractual
employees for the purposes of determining when a duty of fairness is owed was problematic. As a
consequence, it overturned this distinction which had been reinforced in Knight. By contrast, the Court
asserted that the essential element in determining whether a public law duty of fairness is owed is
whether the public sector employment relationship is rooted in a contract between the parties. If so,
contractual principles will always apply and these principles will allow for termination on notice or
payment in lieu thereof.

72 The Court held that there are three traditional reasons for distinguishing between public
officeholders and contractual employees and for extending procedural fairness protection only to public
officeholders. These reasons are: an historical understanding of public office holding as a form of

property which the officeholder could recover upon termination; a means of controlling the exercise of
delegated statutory power that underlies the act of dismissal, and to circumvent a common gap in
statutory language which seems to authorize dismissal without notice. In the Court's opinion, all three
reasons had become untenable.

73 At the same time, the Court was insistent that its narrowing of the duty of procedural fairness with
respect to the dismissal of public officeholders did not detract from the general duty of fairness owed by
administrative decision-makers that had expanded since the time of Nicholson v. Haldimand-Norfolk
(Regional) Police Commissioners.105

5.Commentary on Dunsmuir's Reform of the Procedural Fairness Doctrine
74 The reversal of Knight was an unexpected development. It seems to be prompted largely by the
Court's perception that there has been a change in the nature of employment relationships between
individuals and government. As the Court notes, most employment relationships of public officeholders
are now grounded in contract.106 The reversal of Knight was also prompted by the difficulty in
distinguishing between public officeholders and contractual employees.

75 The Court has stated a preference for viewing the dismissal of public employees through the lens of
contract law rather than that of public law. However, it has left unaddressed the situation of Order-inCouncil employees who are not judges, ministers or others who fulfil "constitutionally defined state
roles"107 and who do not have a duty of fairness that flows naturally from the statutory power
governing the employment relationship. More specifically, the Court does not address whether its
holding will have any impact on the dismissal of Order-in-Council appointees to many administrative
boards, agencies and tribunals at all levels of government. While jurisprudence exists dealing with the
compensation of Order-in-Council appointees removed before their term is over,108 one will have to
wait to see whether the principles of Knight will continue to apply in order to allow rights to procedural
fairness in this context.

76 The 2007-2008 term required the Court to address another case in which the right to procedural
fairness in dismissal rested on the distinction between public office and contractual relationship. In
Société de l'assurance automobile du Québec v. Cyr,109 the Court held that a mechanic who lost his
accreditation from the provincial regulatory body was not in a contractual relationship with the
regulator. However, the dissent shows how difficult it can be to establish when contractual rights and
obligations exist within a particular matrix of relationships. On the procedural fairness front, we may see
more shortly from the Supreme Court regarding when various types of public officeholders should be
afforded procedural fairness, including notice and the right to respond. In particular, leave to appeal has
been sought in at least one case dealing with procedural fairness requirements in the removal of
municipal board members.110

IV.CONCLUSION
77 In conclusion, Dunsmuir was a landmark decision with respect to the standard of review analysis in
Canadian administrative law. In this case, the Supreme Court of Canada reviewed and revised the
methodological approach to determining applicable standards of review. In doing so, it eliminated the
standard of patent unreasonableness, leaving only two standards, correctness and reasonableness, to
survive. The Court also reversed a long-standing principle of Canadian administrative law which held
that public officeholders were owed a duty of fairness on their dismissal.

78 Both of these developments are of significant import. However, in each case, and especially with
respect to the standard of review analysis, many pressing questions remain to be answered. One looks
forward to seeing the Supreme Court of Canada's future developments in administrative law as the
Court continues to work out the appropriate relationship between courts, administrative actors and the
individual citizen.
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